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Pomelo Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is a pomelo?

A fruit

A vegetable

A flower

2. Which continent is pomelo native to?

Asia

Europe

South America
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3. Which family does the pomelo belong to?

Citrus

Rutaceace

Rosids

4. What is the fruit known as in Hawaii?

Pomelo

Jabong

Jambola

5. What is the color of ripe pomelo?

Pale red to yellow

Pale blue to gray

Pale green to yellow

6. Which one of these is a non-hybrid pomelo?

Grapefruit

Dangyuja

Banpeiyu

7. In which country is the thick skin of pomelo often used to make a sweet preservation?

Sri Lanka

China

Brazil

8. For which fruit the name pomelo has historically been used?

Grapefruit

Apple

Pear

9. In the festival of mid-autumn or mooncake festival, pomelos are traditionally eaten. In which continent
these festivals are celebrated?
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Asia

Africa

Europe

10. Which of these vitamins are present in pomelo?

Thiamine (B1)

Vitamic C

Both
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Pomelo Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is a pomelo?
  A fruit
  2. Which continent is pomelo native to?
  Asia
  3. Which family does the pomelo belong to?
  Citrus
  4. What is the fruit known as in Hawaii?
  Jabong
  5. What is the color of ripe pomelo?
  Pale green to yellow
  6. Which one of these is a non-hybrid pomelo?
  Dangyuja
  7. In which country is the thick skin of pomelo often used to make a sweet preservation?
  Brazil
  8. For which fruit the name pomelo has historically been used?
  Grapefruit
  9. In the festival of mid-autumn or mooncake festival, pomelos are traditionally eaten. In which
continent these festivals are celebrated?
  Asia
  10. Which of these vitamins are present in pomelo?
  Both
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